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This revised book by Mark I. Sutherland provides a ground-up education of the ongoing tyranny of
judges in our nation. "Judicial Tyranny: The New Kings Of America", which is a cooperative effort by
those who are daily involved in this issue, is designed to provide regular Americans with the simple
truth about our limited system of government and how those limits are being violated, to the
detriment of us all, and what can be done to restore our liberties, our rights and our
freedoms.Featured in this ground breaking book is the insight of Mark I. Sutherland, Dr. James
Dobson, Chief Justice Roy Moore, US Attorney General Ed Meese, Ambassador Alan Keyes, Dave
Meyer, Phyllis Schlafly, the Honorable Howard Phillips, Alan Sears, William Federer, Ben DuPre,
Rev. Rick Scarborough, David Gibbs, Mathew Staver, Don Feder and Herb Titus. This book covers
everything from problem judges, to international law, to congressional solutions, to the
misunderstood concept of the 'rule of law' and is written for the everyday citizen.
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This book is easy to read and very informative. It is writen by a Law Professional that has been in

the mix with these issues, and includes insights and opinions of other law scholors and
professionals. He points out how important it is to protect our Constitution and not let activists
change it with thier ideology. Our founding fathers wrote what they meant, and meant what they
wrote. If you are a progressive activist that hates God and loves government, you most likely will not
like this book. Our founding fathers loved God and hated government, that was the whole premiss
behind the Declaration of Independance, you know this to be true. Liberals hate truth when it does
not serve thier agenda.

This is a good informative and a bit biased role against our judicial system. There are definitely
truths about how the system works, however, I wouldn't go so far as to say that this power has not
been abused for quite some time. Our entire government system needs to be revamped...many
more limits need to be in place, however, there is also a side that says without lots of experience,
we will lose because there will not be the background of those that have thought through these
issues for 50 years...so a horse a piece.

This is a collection of essays and quotes rather than a real cover-to-cover book. But the editor has
chosen his contributors well. They are key players on the conservative side of the culture war in the
U.S. I found it to contain very useful information that explains what is happening with "activist
judges" and the Federal courts.

This book is a collection of essays or more accurately, political dissertations by right wing elements.
It is about as credible as the same sort of nonsense written by left wing elements. The bottom line
is, the terms "activist judge" or "court that legislatures from the bench" apply to any decision handed
down that finds disfavor with one political extreme or the other. I find the judiciary not nearly as
frightening as extremists from either political philosophy. The real danger in modern times is the
politicizing of the Judiciary, be it by Democrat or Republican. In short, this book is a cheap read.
Propaganda tends to sell cheap.
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